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My
Road Ahead
1. Participants randomised to receive My Road Ahead,
with or without access to the forum, as compared to
those who receive access to the forum only
condition, will demonstrate significantly greater
reductions in psychological distress from pre- to
post-intervention and at 3 and 6 month follow-up.
2. Participants randomised to receive access to the
moderated forum in addition to My Road Ahead,
as compared to those who receive access only to
My Road Ahead, will demonstrate significantly
greater reduction in psychological distress from
pre- to post-intervention and at 3 and 6 month
follow-up.
1. Participants randomised to receive My Road Ahead,
with or without access to the forum, as compared to
those who receive access to the forum only
condition, will demonstrate significantly higher
quality of life as evidenced by measures of sexual
adjustment, sexual confidence and satisfaction,
masculine self-esteem, marital adjustment,
relationship conflict and relationship communication
style from pre- to post-intervention and at 3 and
6 month follow-up.
1. Intervention driven reductions in psychological
distress will be mediated by masculine self-esteem
and moderated by sexual confidence and relationship
communication style.
Inclusion and exclusion
Recruitment
Randomisation
My road ahead: the online psychological intervention
Psychological distress
The prostate cancer-related quality of life scales (PCa-QoL)
International index of erectile function (IIEF)
α
r
Kansas marital satisfaction scale (KMS)
r
Communication patterns questionnaire-short form (CPQ-SF)
Dyadic sexual communication scale (DSC)
General confidence
I feel confident in most areas of my
life almost never/never
almost always/always
Healthcare service utilisation and demographics
Program and forum satisfaction questionnaires
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